
@ThingsExpo Silicon Valley

SANTA CLARA, CA

All major researchers estimate there will be tens of billions devices—computers, smartphones,

tablets and sensors—connected to the internet by 2020. This number will continue to grow at a

rapid pace for the next several decades.

With major technology companies and startups seriously embracing IoT strategies, now is the

perfect time to attend @ThingsExpo at the Santa Clara Convention Center in Santa Clara, CA. Learn

what is going on, contribute to the discussions, and ensure that your enterprise is as "IoT-Ready" as

it can be.

Delegates to @ThingsExpo will be able to attend separate, information-packed tracks:

There are 75 breakout sessions in all, with keynotes, general sessions, and power panels adding

to three days of incredibly rich presentations and content.

Join @ThingsExpo Conference Chair Roger Strukhoff for three days of intense IoT discussion and

focus.

Consumer IoT–

Enterprise IoT–

IoT Developer–

Industrial Internet of Things–

Internet of Things and Cloud–

Digital Transformation–

Big Data | Analytics–

FinTech–
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AIPLA Claim Construction Webinar
APRIL 25, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

PLI's Corporate Governance – A Master Class 2024
APRIL 25, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
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VIEW ALL EVENTS

FIA Law & Compliance Division Conference 2024
APRIL 24–26, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
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